AGENDA
Special Meeting
October 28, 2021, at 5:30 PM
McCall-Donnelly High School
Commons
401 N Mission Street
McCall, ID
AND MS TEAMS Virtual

City Council

ANNOUNCEMENT:
Due to McCall’s commitment to stay healthy in response to the COVID-19 Emergency and
ensuring that the City’s Business continues, this will be both an in person and virtual meeting. The
High School Commons’ 6-foot social distancing Occupancy Capacity is 33. The Council Members
and staff who are anticipated to be in attendance is 26 The first 7 persons who appear will be
allowed to be present in the meeting location. Masks and Social distancing will be enforced. All
other persons may be in attendance virtually. Any member of the public can join and listen only
to the meeting at 5:30 p.m. by calling in as follows: Dial 208-634-8900 when asked for the
Conference ID enter: 827 785 686#
Or you may watch live by clicking this link: https://youtu.be/X2wapU-pxek

AB 21-262 JOINT WORK SESSION With Valley County Board of Commissioners, City of
Donnelly, and City of Cascade on regional planning issues
Work Session Schedule:
1. Introductions

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Results of Last Survey
Individual Input
Group Place Mapping Activity
Break – Food will be provided
Themes from Activity/What did we learn?
Next steps in Regional Planning Efforts
Meeting schedule

ADJOURN

American with Disabilities Act Notice: The City Council Meeting room is accessible to persons with
disabilities. If you need assistance, please contact City Hall at 634-7142 at least 48 hours prior to the
meeting.
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AGENDA ITEM INFORMATION

SUBJECT:

Department Approvals

Joint Work Session with Valley County, City of
Donnelly, and City of Cascade on regional
planning issues

COST IMPACT:
FUNDING
SOURCE:
TIMELINE:

n/a
n/a
ASAP

Mayor / Council
City Manager
Clerk
Treasurer
Community Development
Police Department
Public Works
Golf Course
Parks and Recreation
Airport
Library
Information Systems
Grant Coordinator

Initials

Originator
or
Supporter

Originator

SUMMARY STATEMENT:
On August 28, 2021 the McCall City Council and the Valley County Board of Commissioners held a
meeting to learn about Impact Areas and discuss relevant Impact Area topics with each other. Elaine Clegg,
from Idaho Smart Growth provided the training and facilitated the discussion related to various topics such
as the McCall Impact Area Administration and code enforcement, Housing, IDL Lands, Land uses around
Airports and regional planning concepts. Given the growth pressures and importance of regional
collaboration, it was decided that additional joint meetings should occur and include other jurisdictions and
agencies.
This second meeting will include representatives from the governing boards, planning and zoning
commission and staff. The purpose of meeting #2 is set the framework to inform discussion/planning on
specific regional planning topics. The work session will start with a review of survey responses from the
last meeting and provide an opportunity for everyone to provide input. Then the group will split up for a
Place Mapping Activity. There will be a break to provide food and compile the group information. The
findings will be shared, and next steps will be discussed. Elaine Clegg will be the main facilitator for the
meeting.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Information only.
RECORD OF COUNCIL ACTION
MEETING DATE

ACTION

McCall/Valley County Area of City Impact Workshop
Idaho Smart Growth Program Director Elaine Clegg conducted a workshop on August 27, 2021 with the
full McCall City Council, and the Valley County Board of Commissioners. There were also members of the
McCall Area Planning and Zoning Commission participating in the workshop. Most members participated
in person following COVID19 protocols, and some members participated virtually.
The workshop reviewed Area of City Impact statute, policies and practices based on the collaborative
review and toolkit that Idaho Smart Growth produced. This presentation portion of the workshop was
intended to produce a common base of knowledge and understanding among the city and county
officials and staff about the Area of Impact and growth issues that are arising so the two bodies could
embark on discussion about future decisions that may imminently affect the implementation of the Area
of City Impact (AoCI) and responses to that growth. It noted that McCall and Valley County have
successfully implemented the Area of City Impact agreement to date.
The presentation observed that McCall and Valley County have a unique implementation strategy where
they have mutually agreed to implement the AoCI plan and ordinances by both governments adopting
the same comprehensive plan, master plans and ordinances, as well as ordinance changes, for the City
and Area of Impact. This was at one time a common implementation in Idaho but a court case that
clarified that only counties have authority outside of corporate limits has persuaded some to govern
AoIC with only County plans and ordinances that do not align completely with city plans and ordinances.
The Valley County/City of McCall implementation method is a very strong one that more fully supports the intent
of the statute but does require a good close working relationship between elected officials and staff of both
governments. Additionally, for land use matters, the McCall Area Planning and Zoning Commission is a joint
commission made up of members from the city and impact area and appointed by the respective local governing
boards, this board structure makes the implementation of the AoCI even stronger in aligning the city and county
interests and plans.

McCall Area of Impact

There was discussion about the
changes to identifying the trade
area in AoCI plans that have been
caused by on-line shopping and
remote business activities.
Additionally, the volume and
delivery of various services such as
police, fire, sewer, water and more
have changed over the years. The
participants agreed that it would be
valuable to review service capacity
and demands. while the future land
use map was updated in 2018 the
presentation showed that it has
been more than ten years – the
timeframe outlined in statute –
since the AoCI agreement itself,
including the guiding policies was
updated. There may or may not be
a need to update those policies but
a review by staff should be
completed to identify any needs.
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McCall/Valley County Area of City Impact Workshop
Development decisions within the AoCI and the effect they could have on the future were reviewed and
discussed. Specifically, the group discussed the changes that could ensue if development is allowed in
the AoCI that is not envisioned in the plans and that may hinder the ability of the city to annex and
provide services in the long-run. Annexation and the process, responsibilities, opportunities and
challenges it presents were also examined. There was general agreement that it is more difficult to
annex land that is already developed in an urban form than it is to plan and implement that
development from the beginning through an annexation.
In examining the mission of each government, the presentation pointed out the common ground around
maintaining the quality of life and the high quality of the environment. This led to a discussion of the
growth issues that are highest in mind of the participants. The workshop was followed by a discussion of
development on lands south of the McCall Airport and the need to protect encroachment of the airport.
Finally, there was broad agreement that the city and county officials would like to expand and continue
the discussions begun at the workshop.
Four issues stood out as top of mind in this initial discussion:
1. On the top of the list of growth issues that needed further examination was housing
affordability especially for the workforce of the recreational industry that drives much of the
region’s economy. There was discussion about where and how to develop housing affordable to
the workforce, keeping in mind transportation costs and need for access to jobs.
2. Following the airport discussion there was a broader desire voiced to look at a more
comprehensive way to plan the area between McCall the unincorporated community of Lake
Fork to the south.
a. In addition to or absent a larger planning effort on the lands between McCall and Lake Fork
there was general agreement that the city and county should explore a more formal and
detailed plan for the Airport Influence area and its surrounding land use.
3. Endowment land controlled by the Idaho Department of Lands was the subject of a recent
trade/purchase and development proposal. There was a desire to develop a collaborative vision
for those and other lands around the lake that centers on conservation. Since the workshop a
local group, in consultation with the city and county, has released the Payette Endowment
Lands Strategy (PELS) Implementation Plan to request these lands remain largely in use as they
are today. This plan is the starting point for working with IDL.
4. Code Enforcement for the McCall Impact Area is one of the topics where the Area of City Impact
statute is silent. In the mutually agreed upon and adopted ordinance implementation structure
used by the City of McCall and Valley County it is a subject that needs further review and
agreement with input from both City and County Attorneys. Currently City staff has the
expertise on enforcement of those policies, but the County has jurisdiction. It’s possible that a
further agreement, such as a JPA or MOU, could be used to simplify roles and make
enforcement more efficient and effective.
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McCall Area - Valley County Growth issues
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McCall Area - Valley County Growth issues
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Regional transportation planning is key for all of the communities success. A collaborative effort to address
Highway 55 and the impacts to the region.
The primary issue is that without property set aside for local work force housing, without rental apartments for the
same demographic, we're going to have a problem here. Wealthy not helping, few are generous, though many talk
a big game. What if we could take a piece of developable land in city limits, on city services, that we'd create a
PUD for, which would have apartments, cottages, and single family homesites, all of which would be deed
restricted for locals to own or rent. What if we had this as part of our town, a place where those of us that live
here and don't want to have 65% of our paycheck go to a mortgage, or not be able to afford a mortgage or rent at
a high portion of our income. What if McCall developed a place in our community to have local community, that
preserves one's ability to live here if we don't already own a home, if prices stay where they are or increase, or
rents keep increasing with few if any long term rentals existing. This is where I'd like our housing advisory group to
be focusing their energy. Look at city owned property that can be donated as a part of a project with a developer
like the housing company to create rentals. We need rentals and we need opportunities for people to purchase, to
lock in their ownership, to have a place to live their life in McCall where it can't be taken away by increasing rents
etc.
Given this survey was targeted around McCall and Valley County speaks as to the issues Cascade and Donnelly are
facing. Those cities are not included to the extent that McCall is included. As Mayor I attend numerous meetings
representing the City of Cascade whereby Donnelly has little to no representation and McCall has different people
whose responsibility falls in that topic area. Cascade has a staff of 7. 4 public works, 1 building official, a City
Clerk and a City Treasurer. Our priorities ensuring that we have clean drinking water and efficient wastewater
service for our citizens. Tackling planning and growth are only addressed from a reactive standpoint.

Placemapping Instructions
This exercise is relatively simple and designed to spur discussion about the valley area
based on local knowledge of what it is working today and what could be improved. The
group will be split into representatives of various geographic regions to ensure the best
local knowledge of local conditions. Those areas will be:
A.
B.
C.
D.

McCall And McCall Area of City impact
South of McCall – Lakefork – south to Smiley Creek
Smiley Creek – Donnelly – to the end of valley at Little Donner
Top of valley at Little Donner – Cascade – south to Round Valley

Please respond to the following questions by identifying the places on your map (as
many as you think of) that fit the criteria in each category. Choose a map and think
about areas within the place you mostly call home or work from A. to D. above. If you
have strong feelings about a location in another area please also note that (only one or
two out of your area for ease of completing the exercise) Think about that question as it
applies to the issues facing the valley currently. You can name a place because it works
or not for affordable housing, infrastructure, recreation opportunities, access to retail,
schools, other needs, or some combination of them.
1. What places are working in your area? Why do they work? What do they
work at doing best?
2. What places are the biggest opportunities? (to do more, to be improved, to
change from what they are today)
3. What places are not working? Why
Write a sticky note* with each of the locations you think of; name it and write a brief
description of why it works, what it works for or not. Place the sticky notes on the maps
at the appropriate location.
Once all the sticky notes have been placed on the maps the group assigned to that map
will choose discussion and recording leaders and discuss the notes (you may find many
are similar) about why that one is your choice and what about it is important. The group
will then vote on the top three for each question and note those with a stick-on colored
dot: #1-green, #2-yellow, and #3-red. It would be great if you can reach consensus but
not necessary. Each map group will then report briefly to the full group before breaking
for pizza.

*If you are participating online please prepare your answers early and email them.
Facilitators will make sure that your sticky notes are added to the maps however you
will not be able to participate in the discussion about the maps. You will be able to
participate in the larger discussion at the end of the evening.
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